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Deontic logic
A field of logic concerned with Obligation, Permission

and related conceptsand related concepts. 

Obligation and PermissionObligation and Permission
resembles Necessity and Possibility of Modal Concept.

Quantifiers are case or state of affairs .



Deontic Square



The Traditional Threefold Classification



Deontic Operators :p

O φ : It is obligatory that φ.

P φ : It is permitted that φ.

Ғ φ : It is forbidden that φ.φ φ

Augmented Operators [2] :

OM φ  : It is omissible that φ.

OP φ  : It is optional that φ.



Usual operators:

¬φ : It is not the case that φ.

(φ → Ψ) : If φ, then Ψ.(φ ) φ

(φ ↔Ψ) : φ if, and only if Ψ.

( Ψ) d Ψ(φ Ψ) : φ and Ψ.

(φ ∨ Ψ) : φ or Ψ.

Intuitively :

F φ ↔ ¬ P φ, F φ ↔O¬ φ, Pφ → ¬O¬φ.φ φ, φ φ, φ φ



Deontic Hexagon [4]





Two main rules O and Modus Ponens.

1) If φ then Oφ (O rule)1) If  ˫φ , then ˫ Oφ . (O-rule)

2) If  ˫φ and ˫  (φ→ Ψ) then ˫Ψ . (Modus Ponens)) φ (φ ) ( )

˫ is read as “provable” .p



Minimal system deontic logic
consists of a single axiom for the distribution of  O over a conditional.
Axiom 1: ˫φ if φ is tautology .
Axiom 2: ˫O(φ→ Ψ) → (Oφ → OΨ) .(φ ) ( φ )

Example:Example:
If the case "It will rain today" is tautology then it is provable that it will 
rain today.
It is pro able that if it is obligator that “It ill rain toda " implies "I illIt is provable that if it is obligatory that  “It will rain today" implies "I will 
miss the lecture" this implies that if it is obligatory that “It will rain today” 
implies that it is obligatory that "I will miss the lecture" .



DKr may lead to Good Samaritan Paradox :
f h d S i h l l h h b bb d h l h bIf the good Samaritan helps Paul who has been robbed, then Paul has been 
robbed. (A tautology)

Φ:- the good Samaritan helps Paul who has been robbed
Ψ:- Paul has been robbed

So we have :
˫(φ → Ψ)  then ˫O(φ → Ψ) (By O rule)

By rule 2  we have: 
Oφ → OΨ



Assuming  ˫φ(the good Samaritan helps Paul who has been 
robbed)
then by O rule have: ˫O φ

By modus ponens we get  O(Ψ)
But clearly this conclusion is false; hence we have a y
contradiction.

W ld l i 2 b th k lWe could replace axiom 2 by the weaker rule:
If ˫ φ → Ψ , then ˫ O φ → O Ψ .



If a case is obligatory it is permissible also.

O φ →P φ.

Adding this axiom to DKr logic we get Standard D 
l ilogic



Weaker counterpart of the Modal thesis ▫φ → φ is the claim itWeaker counterpart of the Modal thesis φ  φ is the claim it 
ought to be that what ought to be is the case, i.e., O(O φ → φ). 

In other words, even though the real world is not ethically 
ideal, nevertheless it ought to be ideal.

All of the theorem of DKr is theorem of DM .

P(φ →Ψ)→(P φ →PΨ) not in DKr .



A di t M d l l i h t i th t b ilAccording to Modal logic what is the case must be necessarily 
possible .

Expressed as O(φ →O(P φ)) .

Extension of DM logic

Consists more complex nested connection between deonticConsists more complex nested connection between deontic
operators .



What is necessary must be necessarily necessary according to 
modal logic .
O φ →O(O φ) .
Consists of principle thesis of DM logicConsists of principle thesis of DM logic . 

DS4.2:
Previously φ could be both obligatory and forbidden.

Prohibits PO φ ˄ PO ¬ φ .
Adds its negation as axiom.
PO φ → OP φ.



Again from modal logic what is possible must be necessarilyAgain from modal logic what is possible must be necessarily 
possible.

P φ →OP φ .

All f th i th blAll of the previous theorems provable .

Thought as a SupersystemThought as a Supersystem .



Modal Logic:
d f l l iExtends formal logic .

Includes modality (necessary and possible) .

Qualify truth of judgement .

If “John is happy” is true we can say “john is very happy” .
Very is modality here .



It is necessary that it will rain today if and only if it is not possible that it 
ill t i t dwill not rain today .

It is possible that it will rain today if and only if it is not necessary that it 
ill i dwill not rain today.

Similarly can be expressed in deontic logic .

It is obligatory that it will rain today if and only if it is not permissible that 
it will not rain today .

It is permissible that it will rain today if and only if it is not obligatory that 
it will not rain today .y



What is Ideal World?

Might not be perfect in general sense .

Conditional obligation O(P|S)Conditional obligation O(P|S) .

Study of logial relations in deontically logical world.y g y g

Model is ordered triple, <G, R, >.



w ¬ P if and only if w P .

w (P & Q) if and only if w P and w Q .

w OP if and only if for every element v of G, if w R v then 
v P
w P P if and only if for some element v of G, it holds that w 
R v and v P .

S5 is the strongest logic as R is reflexive ,symmetric and 
transitive i.e. , equivalence relation ., q



How to properly represent conditional obligatories?

If you smoke(s) Then you  ought to use an ashtray (a).
Two representations:

O(s→a) .
s→O(a) .

No representation is adequate .p q
Dyadic Deontic logic. Contains binary deontic operators .

O(A|B): It is obligatory that A given BO(A|B): It is obligatory that A, given B.

P(A|B) : It is permissible that A, given B.



Standard logic is not clear if norms has no truth valuesStandard logic is not clear if norms has no truth values.

It is not clear how a norm logically follows other norms, conjunction 
between thembetween them.

Explained by semantic theory of possible worlds.

Deontic operators have the same logical properties under a descriptive as 
under a prescriptive interpretation.

Deployable in legal and moral issues.



Deontic properties apply to acts, while deontic operators apply 
to linguistic units formulating actions.

Can be classified as monadic or dyadic logics according to 
operators.

Still an area where good deal of disagreement about 
fundamental matters.fundamental matters.
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